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Major Updates Since IETF 113

- Enriched more attributes in data model
  - Found some common attributes for all inventory objects (uuid, name, alias, description, location)
  - Refined some attributes from RFC8348
  - Enriched more attributes for rack (height, width, depth)
  - Enriched more attributes for NE (based on RFC8348)

- Had more discussion on the scalability issue
Refinement of attributes from RFC8348 (1)

A new design of parent identifiers’ reference

- If the client wants to retrieve a component’s grandparent or higher hierarchical component, the client needs to do the retrieval step by step which is time consuming;
- To help this process the model provides direct list of hierarchical parent component identifiers.
- The refined solution could support more flexible retrieval function;
Considering the attributes defined in RFC8348 could not cover all the requirements from operators, and some of the missing attributes could be component-specific, we provide this choice-case structure for component-specific attributes extension. The details in each of these *-specific-info attributes are still under discussion.
Refinement of attributes from RFC8348 (3)

Rename “model-name” to “part-number”

Definition in RFC8348

Part-number is more recognized term than model-name.
Some open issue to discuss

The design of location:

Definition in RFC8348: It has only provided a relative position info instead of whole position. The whole position info needs to be retrieved one by one.

Option1: It provides a hierarchical structure which could support flexible retrieval. But it seems applicable to Optical NE only.

Option2: It is generic and has more flexibility.

- Need to get confirmation if using the string pattern applies only to Optical NE or can cover all types of equipment.
- This option is aligned with Openconfig approach.
Discussion on the scalability issue

Conclusion of the discussion:

• When the networks get big, there would be scalability issue regardless what kind of data model is adopted;
• The same issue could also be found in other integration scenarios, such as topology discovery;
• The root cause of this scalability issue comes from the limited transfer capabilities of HTTP protocol. Maybe other export mechanism could solve this issue, but it is out of scope for this draft;
• The full synchronization scenario usually occurs at Day 1 of the first integration, the APIs mostly used in daily maintenance are NE-based, this scalability issue may be less impacting as originally;
• Though a hierarchical model is much easier to understand, considering the extension possibility in the future, we plan to continue to work with the current model structure;

Note: The whole discussion record can be found on GitHub. (issue #32)
Summary & Next Step

Summary
- Introduced the attributes discussion progress
- Introduced the discussion status of efficiency issue raised in last version

Next Step:
- Request CCAMP WG adoption
- Get more input from IP and microwave technologies
- Close some more open issues

Welcome to join our weekly discussion
- Meeting slot: Wednesday 3-4pm CET (9-10am EST)
- Github: [https://github.com/italobusi/ietf-network-inventory](https://github.com/italobusi/ietf-network-inventory)
Thank You 🙇